Let P*(X) be the algebra of bounded, real-valued proximity functions on a proximity space (X, 5), where X is a dense subspace of a topological space T. In this paper we obtain several conditions which are equivalent to the following property: every member of P*(X) has a continuous extension to T. Examples concerning these results are included, one of which shows that this extension property is distinct from C*-embedding.
Introduction.
Let (X, by) be a proximity space, where X is a dense subspace of a topological space T, and let P*(X) be the algebra of bounded, real-valued proximity functions on (X, ôi). In this paper, the following question is considered : when does every member of P*(X) have a continuous extension to Ti Several conditions equivalent to this property are obtained.
For T completely regular and Hausdorff, an example is provided to show that every member of P*(X) may have a continuous extension to T when there is no compatible proximity relation 5 for which (X, by) is a p-subspace of (T, S). It is also shown that the extension property characterized in the main results is distinct from C*-embedding [3] .
2. Preliminary results. By a uniform structure we shall mean a suitably defined collection of pseudometrics (see [3, Chapter 15] ). The admissible, totally bounded uniform structure (P* on X generated by P*(X) is the unique totally bounded structure in the proximity class 7r(5i). (See [l] or [ó] .) Appropriate definitions and results concerning gauges on proximity spaces may be found in [4] .
The theory of round filters is developed in [2] and [6J. Let 5r be the proximity relation on the real numbers induced by the standard metric. Denote the negation of a proximity relation 5 by 0. Lemma 1. If each point x in T is a cluster point of a unique maximal round filter 5X on (X, 81), then every gauge o-£(P* has an extension to a pseudomelric c on T.
Proof. Let 6XX be the Smirnov compactification of (X, Si). Since (P* is totally bounded, by Theorem 1 of [4] , every gauge cr£(P* has a unique extension to a gauge a* on hxX. The collection {cr*:cr£<P* } is the unique admissible uniform structure on hxX (see [3] ). Now for each ïGF, let x* be the unique cluster point of 5X in ôiX. Define d(x, y) =cr*(x*, y*), for all x, yGT. Evidently, a is an extension of cr to a pseudometric on T, and the proof is complete.
For AÇZT, denote T-A by cTA.
Lemma 2. // each point x in T is a cluster point of a unique maximal round filter $x on (X, Si), and if ¿f is the extension to T of a gauge crEíCP*, then for each x£T and e>0, the t-ball about x determined by <r contains a T-neighborhood of x. The collection of sets Nf^\A is a base for a filter on X. Let Si denote the round hull of this filter, and let S be a maximal round filter on (X, bf) containing Si. Then S^S^ and by the uniqueness of SFx, x is not a cluster point of S. Hence, there exist an open T-neighborhood Ni of x and £i£S for which NiH>Ei = 0. Take E2GS, where E2«EX, so that (Nxr\A)«{X-E2).
Then £2, X-E2£&, which is impossible. This completes the proof.
3. Extensions of mappings. We now prove the main theorem on extensions.
Theorem.
Let (X, bx) be a proximity space, where X is a dense {topological) subspace of T. Then the following are equivalent:
if) Every point x in T is a cluster point of a unique maximal round filter 5X on (X, Si).
(ii) Every <r£<P* has a unique extension to a continuous pseudometric cr on T.
(iii) The canonical injection of (X, Si) into its Smirnov compactification bxX can be extended uniquely to a continuous mapping of T into hxX.
(iv) Every fx in P*(X) has an extension to a member f of C*(T). Proof, (i) implies (ii). Lemma 1 provides the extension, and the continuity follows immediately from Lemma 2, so that a is the unique extension of er to T.
(ii) implies (iii). The collection 20 = {<r : <r £ (P*} is a totally bounded uniform structure on T (possibly nonseparating and possibly nonadmissible). Let T* be the completion of the separated uniform space associated with (T, 2D). Then there is a uniformly continuous mapping 3 of T into T*, where s[T] is dense in the compact, Hausdorff space T*. Since X is dense in T and each c agrees with ex on X, T* must be the Smirnov compactification of (X, by). Thus (iii) follows from the uniqueness of the Smirnov compactification.
(iii) implies (iv). Let 3 be the continuous extension to T of the canonical injection of (X, by) into byX. If/i£P*(X), let f* be the unique extension of /i to a member of C(biX). Define f=fy o 3. Evidently, fis the unique continuous extension of fi to T.
(
iv) implies (v). For subsets A and B oí T, define AbB if and only if no/ in C*(T) which is the extension of some/i in P*(X) separates A and B. It is easily verified that ô is a generalized proximity
(not necessarily compatible with the topology on T, e.g. example (A)), and that ô agrees with 5i on X. If ClTAr\ClTB¿¿0, clearly AbB. x!EClT73inClr/J2. Since x&ClT(X-By*)VJClT(X-B2*) by (vi), we have x£.ClT(By*r\B2*). Now (By*r\B2*)«(Ayr\A2), so that Ayr\A2Çz\'5x. Clearly, 5X is closed under supersets, hence $x is a round filter on (X, bi) and x is a cluster point of $x. Now if AÇ.'Sx and \Ak'.k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n\ is any p-cover of A, since x(ECItA, the definitions of i* and p-cover imply that some AkEz'Sx. Thus, by Proposition 2 of [2], "Sx is a maximal round filter. Finally, let S be any maximal round filter on (X, by), where x is a cluster point of S. If iFiJ^S, there exists F£iFx, where F£S. Choose Fi, p2G3rz satisfying F2«Fi«F. Now {F, X-Fy} is a p-cover of (X, Si), so that Z-FiGS. But then xEClT(X-Fx)r\ClTF2, which contradicts (vi). Thus 'Sx is unique, and the proof is complete. If T is a completely regular Hausdorff space, then C*(T) induces a compatible proximity relation ß for T by defining CßD in T if and only if no member of C*(T) completely separates C and D. Then the Stone-Cech compactification ßT of T is the Smirnov compactification of (T, ß). Now the following result is immediate.
Corollary.
If X is dense in T and if Si is a proximity relation for X, then the following are equivalent:
(i) Every point of T is a cluster point of a unique maximal round filter on (X, Si).
(ii) The canonical injection of (X, Si) into ils Smirnov compactification SiX has an extension to a proximity mapping of (T, ß) into b\X.
(iii) There is a continuous mapping of ßT onto bxX which leaves X point-wise fixed.
(iv) Every member of P*(X) has an extension to a member of C*(T).
(v) /3|ZÇSi.
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows immediately from the extension properties [3] of the Stone-Cech compactification.
Examples. (A) Let X = (0, 1) with SX = ÔR\X, and take T=ßX, where ßX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Then ßX has a unique compatible proximity relation 5 and X is C*-embedded in ßX, so that every member of P*(X) has an extension to a member of C(ßX)=P*(T).
However, there are members of C(ßX) whose restrictions to X are not in P*{X), so that d\X is properly contained in Si. Thus one, hence all, of the conditions of the corollary may hold even when there is no 5 for which {X, Si) is a p-subspace of (T, 5).
(B) The conditions of the corollary may hold without X being C*-embedded in T. Let X= [-1, 0)U(0, l] and T= [-1, l] . Let 8 be the (unique) proximity relation for T and take ôi = Ô | X. Then (v) of the corollary holds, so that every member of P*(X) has an extension to a member of P*(T) =C*(T), but clearly X is not C*-embedded in T.
(C) Let N denote the positive integers with the discrete topology, and let N* be the one-point compactification of N. Let 5i be the discrete proximity relation on N. If Si is the round filter of all subsets of N containing all but a finite number of even integers, and if S2 is the round filter consisting of all sets containing all but finitely many odd integers, and if ïi and fF2 are maximal round filters containing Si and 82, respectively, then both OEi and iF2 converge to the ideal point of N*. Thus (i) of the corollary fails. Since there is only one compatible proximity relation b for N*, (N, by) cannot be a p-subspace of (TV*, ô) by the corollary. In this case, ôi is properly contained in b\N.
(D) In the theorem, "maximal round filter" cannot be replaced by "cluster" (see [5] ). Let X be the graph of y=sin(x_1) for x in (0, l], and take T = XKJ{(0, 0)}, where the topologies in X and T are inherited from the plane. Define AbiB in X if and only if Cl(pA) C,Cl(pB) ¿¿ 0, where p is the projection into the horizontal axis. Now the extension theorem holds for X and T (for example, apply (vi)), but (0, 0) is not a cluster point of any cluster in (X, by).
To the referee goes the credit for (iii) and (v) of the theorem and for example (D). The author is also indebted to the referee for his valuable comments concerning the proofs, and for suggesting the inclusion of (ii) of the theorem.
